
About Graphite
Graphite enables seamless access to the world's best
independent talent. Companies are able to address 
capacity gaps in their teams by gaining access to 
over 8,500 leading independent experts on our 
platform. Hiring managers are able to onboard the 
right expert to their team typically within 13.5 days. 
Learn more at  www.graphite.com. 

Consulting Firm Powers Enterprise Risk
Management Transformation for 
Multinational Investment Bank
When this consulting firm faced a capacity gap on their 
team to build an enterprise risk management (ERM) 
framework for their client, they turned to Graphite to find 
the right expert for the project. After engaging their 
account executive (AE) and providing a detailed scope 
of work, the AE used their in-depth knowledge of the 
Graphite platform to hand-select and present experts 
within 48 hours.
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Boutique Consulting Firm Drives Supply 
Chain Transformation
For this boutique consulting firm’s events logistics client, 
undertaking a digital transformation for its supply chain 
was a matter of survival. To make sure they were 
delivering the best value to the client, the firm hired a 
well-rounded PMP-certified business executive with over 
23 years of transformation experience on Graphite to 
lead the strategy and execution of this supply chain 
transformation.
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From start to finish, it took hiring
managers an average of 


to find and onboard independent knowledge 
workers to kick off mission-critical projects

13.5
DAYS

Clients love working with experts on Graphite


AVERAGE EXPERT RATING
4.8

Get the Report 

2022 Independent Workforce Pay 
Rate Report
Onboarding independent experts doesn't need to be 
a guessing game. Learn about hourly pay rates for 
the most in-demand skills.

Corporate Strategy +331 Yoy spend%

Data & Analytics +196 Yoy spend%

Interim Executives +125 Yoy spend%

Sales & Marketing +110 Yoy spend%

Technology & IT +82 Yoy spend%

5 Most In-Demand Functional Skills
in Q1 2022


Retail +1,135 Yoy spend%

Transportation & Logistics +1,026 Yoy spend%

Healthcare +228 Yoy spend%

Manufacturing +168 Yoy spend%

Life Sciences +53 Yoy spend%

5 Most In-Demand Industry Skills
in Q1 2022
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Onsite Remote Remote with Travel

Once onboarded, remote work was still the 
preferred work arrangement 


 90% YoY
increase in spend on hiring
independent experts 

 40% YoY
increase in highly-vetted 
independent experts on Graphite

A Snapshot of Q1 2022 on Graphite


How Companies are Onboarding the 
Most In-Demand Skills On-Demand

As companies continue to grapple with acute worker shortages, 
today they find themselves in a new environment of economic 

uncertainty.At the same time, knowledge workers are joining the 
remote independent workforce at a pace like never before.

Q1 2022  
State of Independent Workforce
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